Introduction
It is important to remember that while commentators often describe a British general election campaign in the singular, general elections are actually fought out in 659 separate constituencies. While some features of election campaigning will be the same regardless of the locality, there are enough variations in campaigning efforts, styles and intensities across the country to make it necessary to describe the election in terms of a set of campaigns.
These campaigning variations will depend upon a range of factors, including the geographical location (for example, England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland), the closeness of the constituency contest, the state of local party organisations, and the calibre and commitment of the candidates.
In order to capture all the essential features it is necessary to distinguish general election campaigns along both temporal and spatial election dimensions as demonstrated in Figure 1 . With regard to the temporal, some would argue that election campaigning is now a permanent feature of political life. From the day after one general election parties start the process of campaigning for the next one. There is, therefore, a long campaign (Miller et al. 1990 ), which involves constant news and opinion management, as well as medium and shortterm campaigns. Once the medium-term campaign commences parties establish their overall organisational structures, select their main campaign themes, designate the personnel for key roles, select the constituencies for particular efforts, and decide which voters will be systematically contacted. During the short-term campaign parties issue their election manifestos, conduct press conferences, arrange leadership tours and key speeches, make election broadcasts, engage in advertising and private polling, and intensify their efforts to contact voters in every constituency.
Similarly, viewed spatially, there are at least three types of general election campaigns . First, there is the central campaign which is organised from party headquarters and is concentrated largely around the party leadership. Second, there are the centrally-coordinated local campaigns in which party headquarters provide local parties with personnel, technological support services and literature. In these campaigns local efforts are very much controlled from party headquarters. Third, there are the purely locally-directed 4 campaigns in which the activists organise their campaign according to their own priorities and resources. While much attention has been concentrated upon the central campaign, in part because for so long there was a consensus among both politicians and academic observers that this was the only campaign which mattered in explaining electoral outcomes, more attention is now given to both the centrally-coordinated and local campaigns because there has been a growing recognition in the last few general elections by both politicians and academic observers alike that these campaigns can have a significant impact on the overall outcomes. (Butler and Kavanagh, 1992) . This superiority was maintained both in 1997 and 2001. In addition, the Liberal Democrats, even with their limited resources, have concentrated effectively upon local campaigning which has won them seats in both the 1997 and 2001 elections . Both major parties have learned from the campaigning methods of the Liberal Democrats in recent general elections.
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the general election campaign in 2001.
Because the Labour Party has been at the forefront of recent election campaign innovations we focus particularly upon its campaign in this paper. After an initial examination of the environment in which campaigning takes place, we go on to examine the details of the Labour campaign in that election. This leads into a discussion of the impact of the local party campaigns on the electorate, using data from the 2001 British Election Study. The evidence suggests that such campaigns play a key role in influencing the voters, and the implications of this are discussed in a final section.
Trends in campaigning
It is important to understand the context in which campaigning now takes place. First, the fragmentation of the media and the development of 24-hour news has created a very rapid news cycle with a voracious demand for stories. Second, the decline of party identification among voters, and the decline of activism among party members , has created a highly competitive situation, particularly in marginal constituencies. Third, the limitations on local, constituency election-campaign expenditure and, for the first time in 2001, on national, election-campaign expenditure, mean that the parties are dependent upon voluntary activity in local campaigning.
As is well known, the combined impact of the British electoral system and the distribution of parliamentary seats results in a limited number of marginal seats, and these are crucial in determining the overall election result. This results in the parties now concentrating heavily on marginal seats and targeting their campaigns almost exclusively upon no more than 1 in 5 of the total number of constituencies. This pushes them in the direction of trying to centralise campaign efforts. Central and centrally-coordinated campaigns strictly orchestrate policy initiatives, public statements and speeches. Daily news conferences attempt to set the news agenda, and rapid response techniques are used to provide an immediate riposte to opponents' initiatives. The language and metaphors of military battles are often invoked (hence the use of such terms as 'the war room'). However, it is important to note that just as wars are actually fought in often haphazard and often unpredictable ways, so are election campaigns. Whereas the key actors would want observers to believe that all was efficiently planned and organised (for example, see Gould, 1999 ), the reality is rather different. Earlier research has shown that at least in 1997, the centrally directed local campaign was rather ineffective whose support for the party had become less firm or who had not voted in local or European elections in the intervening years, and Labour supporters in low turn-out areas. The party believed that the problem with these weak Labour voters would not be that they might switch to other parties but that they might not vote. So Labour's campaign strategy was to mobilise these people.
With regard to particular constituencies, whereas in 1997 all the party's centrally provided campaigning resources, such as professional agents, had been strictly concentrated upon 90 target seats, in 2001 resources were concentrated upon 148 'priority' seats and the party's members were encouraged to work in these 1 . These constituency parties were eligible for central technological What the local parties provided in this centrally-coordinated part of the campaign were human and financial resources. Active members were required to carry out the 'voter identification' and 'building relationships' exercises by using local telephone banks; their efforts would then be supplemented by the national telephone bank. Once the targeted group of voters had been identified the direct mailings had to be delivered by hand since postal charges would have been too expensive.
Beyond these two key activities, local members were needed to resource the street stalls (important for general voter contact and for the registration of postal votes) and for the 'blitzing' of areas of strong Labour support.
While this local campaigning was being coordinated from the centre by planning and strategy groups and task forces, so also the central, short campaign involved the publication of 5 manifestos, the arranging of 26 national news conferences, the making of 5 party election broadcasts, and the launch of a national advertising campaign. Tony Blair made 29 formal speeches, engaged in 4 open question or studio debates, and gave four lengthy one-to-one media interviews. This campaign was conducted almost entirely through the national and regional media.
In the next section we go on to estimate the impact of all this campaigning on the voters, using data from the 2001 British Election Study 4
Evaluating the Impact of the Campaign in 2001
The 2001 British Election Study surveys contained a battery of items designed to measure the impact of party campaign activity in different constituencies on the electorate.
These items make it possible to assess the extent to which the mobilising strategies of the parties had an impact on the voters, both in terms of their willingness to turn out and vote and on their choice of parties.
- Table 1 about here - Table 1 contains information on four aspects of party campaigning as perceived by the electors. It can be seen in this table that just under two-thirds of electors saw a party political broadcast during the election campaign, and just under a quarter were canvassed face-to-face by a representative of one of the political parties. It is evident that the parties still predominantly rely on face-to-face contact when it comes to canvassing since three times as many electors were approached on the doorstep than were approached by telephone.
Telephone canvassing is an important and growing form of campaigning, but it still has a long way to go before it eclipses doorstep campaigning. The table also shows that the parties did a limited amount of knocking on doors to remind electors to vote on polling day.
- Table 2 about here -Table 2 contains a more detailed breakdown of the mobilising activities of the parties in relation to the campaign activities highlighted in Table 1 . More than eight out of ten electors who saw a party political broadcast saw a Labour broadcast. This was slightly higher than the proportion who saw a Conservative broadcast and significantly higher than the proportion who saw a Liberal Democrat one. It is also interesting to note that the three major parties did significantly better in winning an audience for their broadcasts than the Nationalist parties did in Scotland and Wales, both of whom reached just over half their electorates who saw a broadcast. canvassing has to be targeted, so it is not surprising that none of the parties tried to canvass a majority of the electorate. Less than a quarter of electors who were canvassed reported being canvassed by more than one party, which reinforces the point that the party message is fairly closely targeted at different geographical communities.
In relation to telephone canvassing, Table 2 shows Labour put in a more extensive effort than its rivals, reaching nearly half of the electorate who reported being canvassed in this way. In contrast the Conservatives reached just over a third of this electorate and the Liberal Democrats about ten per cent. Clearly, the Liberal Democrats have not caught up with their rivals in relation to this type of campaigning. The Nationalist parties are omitted from this section of the Table, since there were too few cases to reliably estimate the impact of their telephone campaigns.
It is evident from Table 2 that the Labour party out-campaigned its rivals by a significant margin when it came to reminding the voters to turn out on polling day. About half of the people who reported being contacted on polling day identified Labour as the party which reached them. In contrast, the Conservatives and Liberal Democrats did much less of this type of campaigning.
A distinction is often made between campaign activities designed to persuade electors to switch their votes to another party and activities which aim to reinforcing the loyalties of existing party supporters. On the face of it a party should find it easier to reinforce existing loyalties or to win the support of electors who identify with no party than to convert the supporters of a rival party. With this in mind, campaign activities aimed at rival supporters are probably inefficiently targeted. On the other hand, given that canvassing is designed to identify supporters as much as convert people, parties are limited in their ability to choose between these alternatives.
- Table 3 about here - 'efficient', since they did not try to convert supporters of rival parties.
In contrast to Labour, Table 3 shows that only about two-thirds of Conservative faceto-face canvassing was efficient in the above sense, since over one third of their canvassing efforts were directed at the supporters of their main rivals. Liberal Democrat campaign efforts were the least efficiently allocated in this sense, since only about four out of ten of people targeted were either Liberal Democrat supporters or the supporters of no party at all.
Liberal Democrats have significantly fewer supporters in the electorate than the other two parties, so it is harder for them to campaign efficiently in this sense. On the other hand they are very effective at targeting their campaigns on constituencies which they believe can be won. So if the Liberal Democrats target Labour voters in constituencies where they have a better chance of beating the Conservatives than does Labour, this might be a fairly efficient form of campaigning.
The Labour Party was similarly effective in its telephone canvassing, but both Conservative and Liberal Democrat parties improved their campaign efficiency in this particular mode by targeting a higher proportion of their own or no-party supporters. Both
Labour and Conservative parties effectively targeted their own supporters in reminding people to vote on election day, but Liberal Democrats election-day campaign organisation was decidely awry with one half of those they reminded to vote being Labour supporters.
Again this point has to be qualified by taking into account the local tactical situation in particular constituencies. But overall, the evidence in Table 3 suggests that Labour was able to do more reinforcing of its support than its main rivals, although not all of this was necessarily the product of a conscious strategy.
- Table 4 about hereIn order to be able to model the effects of campaigning on turnout and party choice we combine the information in Tables 1 and 2 into several campaign mobilisation scales. These appear in Table 4 and they represent the cumulative exposure of electors to campaign activities. Thus at one end of the scale 28 per cent of electors were exposed to none of these forms of campaign activity; they did not see a party political broadcast, they were not canvassed either face-to-face or by telephone and they were not reminded to vote on polling day. At the other end of the scale less than half a per cent were exposed to all four forms of campaign activity, and we have coded them as zero in the Table. As Table 4 indicates the modal category is exposure to one campaign activity, usually a party political broadcast. Our hypothesis is that multiple exposure to campaign activities will have a significant effect on the probability of an elector voting and on their party choice. We investigate this issue next.
Modelling the Effects of Party Mobilisation
This discussion raises the key question of whether or not exposure to campaign activity influenced turnout and party choice in the election. Earlier work has suggested that campaigning activities do have a significant influence on turnout and party choice in Britain (Denver and Hands, 1997; Pattie, Johnston and Fieldhouse, 1995; Whiteley and Seyd, 1994; . Such work uses campaign expenditure data, surveys of party agents or surveys of party members to identify effects. But the hypothesis has yet to be tested using surveys of electors.
A common methodological problem with this exercise is identifying the effects of campaigning on voting behaviour separately from the many other factors which can influence turnout and party choice. One way to deal with this problem is to utilise panel data and to specify a model of the following type (see Finkel et al. 1993 ):
where V t Scores one at time t, after the election, if the individual voted, 0 otherwise V t-1 Measures the probability that an individual will vote at time t-1, before the election.
M t Degree of mobilisation by campaigns during the election measured after the election at time t.
In this specification turnout in the election depends on the individual's willingness to vote prior to the election campaign and their subsequent exposure to the mobilising activities of the political parties during that campaign. Prior willingness to vote acts as a control variable for all the other factors such as the voter's socio-economic status, educational attainment, interest in the campaign, and so on, which might prompt an individual to vote irrespective of the election campaign. This specification can easily be adapted to the task of evaluating the influence of campaign mobilisation on party choice, as follows: - Table 5 about here - Table 5 contains the logistic regression estimates of the probability of voting measured after the election and predicted from the prior probability of voting together with the mobilisation index which is the first column of Table 4 . In this model prior probabilities of voting are estimated with an eleven point scale (0 to 10), in which respondents were asked to indicate how willing they were to turn out and vote in the general election. The postelection probability of voting measure is the validated turnout dummy variable in the survey 5 .
The evidence in Table 5 indicates that both prior probability of voting and the mobilisation index are highly significant predictors of turnout. The logistic regression model explains about half of the variance in the validated turnout measure. The standardised effects in column two show that the prior probability of voting is about three times stronger in its effect on turnout than the mobilisation index 6 . This is to be expected, but it does not detract from the highly significant campaigning effects.
- Table 6 and 7 about here -- Table 6 contains the party choice models for the three major parties, and Table 7 contains the standardised estimates calculated on the same basis as those in Table 5 We have concentrated particularly on the Labour campaign in this paper, and in view of the strong effects identified in Tables 6 and 7 , it is clear that campaigning was important for the party. Given this, it is interesting to disaggregate the campaigning index for Labour to try to identify the relative importance of the different components of the index.
- Table 8 about here - canvassing, for example. Given that party political broadcasts are assumed by most commentators to be something that the electorate regards as boring and to be avoided, this is a surprising finding. The second largest effects are face-to-face canvassing and reminding voters to turn out on polling day, both of which have a slightly larger impact on the vote than telephone canvassing.
Conclusions
These findings reinforce conclusions from earlier research that constituency campaigning is very important in influencing voting behaviour. They also demonstrate the significance of party election broadcasts as part of the parties' central campaigning efforts;
this at a time when there are some doubts concerning the future format of such broadcasts.
These opportunities for the parties to address the voters directly turn out to be quite important. Thus campaigning is important and may become more important in the future as partisan attachments weaken and the electorate becomes more disengaged. Were canvassed by a party face-to-face 22
Were canvassed by a party by phone 7
Were reminded to vote on polling day by a party 5 Were canvassed by Plaid Cymru (in Wales) 37
Were telephoned by Labour 47
Were telephoned by the Conservatives 36
Were telephoned by the Liberal Democrats 10
Were reminded to vote by Labour 48
Were reminded to vote by the Conservatives 25
Were reminded to vote by the Liberal Democrats 21 
